
Flesh & Blood
By Nadja Lipsyc

Flesh & Blood is a larp about the relationship between mothers and their children;
the clash between those two postures and the snowball effect of dysfunctional and
fusional dynamics.

N.B: Although this game talks about the figure of the mother, characters don’t need
to have any female/femme attributes.



In short
Flesh & Blood takes the form of a series of progressive exercises in pairs and in
small groups, leading to a final common exercise.
Although language is the core of the experience, it also involves some sensorial play.

Players will play mothers and children, their characters being freely created during
the workshops on the basis of an archetype.

Number of players: 8-14 (flexible if even number)
Organisers: 2
Logistics: Big blackbox, chairs for players, 2 tables, name tags, papers, pens,
coloured pencils, blindfolds (optional)

Characters
Players will play mothers and children, which will be freely created on the basis of an
archetype.
Although it is encouraged to enrich your archetype and push it to evolve, this game
is about exploring problematic dynamics: do not favour fast resolution.

Limits
Don’t play this game if:
> you do not want to explore dysfunctional dynamics, widely - this focus on parents
and children, but could also echo other types of relationships.
> you do not want to be touched at all: the game involves some hugging.

Defining limits: players should have the opportunity to specify if they don’t want to
play with some people and what’s their level of tolerance with touch.
(both intimate and violent)

Pairing
After deciding which players are the mothers and which players are the children,
players pick their archetypes. All archetypes are paired with another one.
The players should then take a few minutes to think of 5 adjectives they associate to
their archetype (this will help them not to get their mind stuck on one word) and to
pick a name.

Once paired, the two players should discuss their limits, and whether they want to
avoid specific themes.

These are the archetype pairings.



Mother Child

Neglectful Perfectionist

Aggressive Guilty

Overbearing Dismissive

Perfectionist Overbearing

Resentful Addict

Addict Resentful

Guilty Aggressive

Gender & motherhood

Although this game talks about the figure of the mother, characters do not need to
have any female or feminine attributes. It’s up to the player’s appreciation.

The story stages single mothers as to catch the characters in a tighter vice.

Flexible narrative

As players and settings change, each bringing their own history, there will be
contradictions and clashes of narratives.
This is part of the game, and players are invited to simply accept the incoherences.
If you believe it brings something to the scene dynamic, you can even play on it: this
happened to you and you remember it differently, or something else happened and
they’re lying, or it really happened this way and you were in denial.
Otherwise, take it fully as it is, go with the flow, make your own connections.

Structure
1_ Common workshops
2_ Groups workshops
Break
3_ Core exercises
Break
4_ Flesh & Blood



Common workshops

Hugs & uncomfortable hugs
1_ Players walk around and are invited to stop, smile at someone, and then hug
them for 5 seconds.

2_ Players walk around and are invited to stop, smile at someone, and then hug
them for 10 seconds.

3_ Players walk around and are invited to stop, react as they feel, and then hug for
20 seconds, after which, one player should reject the other.

2 Rounds of Expectations
Standing in a circle, players give an expectation one after the other.
Starting with “Mothers should....” for children.
Starting with “I expect from my child to…” for mothers.

After that, the players split between Mothers on one side and Children on the
other.

Exercise 1 - Mothers together: “Life Hacks”
Play the sound of a metronome going faster and faster.

Mothers players should form a circle.
One after the other, they’ll embody the mother of the player to their right and give
them a “parenting tip” (following their archetype).
Ex: “Tell them bedtime stories”, “Don’t compliment them”
Don’t stress it, it doesn’t need to be original or very relevant.

During 3 rounds, give 3 tips, then repeat the one that sticks to your mind (yours or
someone else’s) for 4 more turns, faster.

Exercise 1 - Children unite: “My mom, she”

Children players should form a circle. One after the other, they’ll say a sentence
about why their mom is the best, starting with “My mom she”.
Ex: “ My mom she knows the president.”,  “My mom she can cook”...



Don’t stress it, it doesn’t need to be original or very relevant.
During 3 rounds, give 3 sentences, then repeat the one that sticks to your mind
(yours or someone else’s) for 4 more turns, faster.

Exercise 2 - Mothers together. “Getting, losing”

Mothers players are now a group of friends having a cosy night together, after
visiting a friend of theirs at the maternity. She’s the first one of the group to give
birth.
On the table, there are little papers with sentences that can influence their
discussion.

“She looked really…”
“I don’t want kids because...”
“I was ditched by...”
“What if she regrets having the baby?”
“Can’t believe it’s been 15 years already…”
“My partner doesn’t want…”

Exercise 2 - Children unite. “The End”
Children players are now a group of adults who just attended the funerals of one of
their friends’ mothers. She’s the first mother to have died in their group.
They’re at their friend’s house (not a player), drinking tea together.
On the table, there are little papers with sentences that can influence their
discussion.

“Are you still not seeing your mother, X?”
“Isn’t she better off without her?”
“My mom is sick…”
“If my mom gets like that I’ll put her in a home”
“At least, she still has her father…”
“Wasn’t your partner supposed to come, X?”

Short break
After that, the players isolate with their designated partner.



CORE exercises

This phase is for the pre-matched duos.
It is meant to create a common history, to elaborate the characters and to draw the
dysfunctional dynamics.

The game’s focus is on one mother who raised her child alone, or mostly alone, and
her child.
It is to the players’ appreciation whether the family configuration has evolved/evolves
during the years.

The duos should be spread out in the blackbox and have sufficient space to move a
little bit.

Give the questions cards with the instructions to the players and let them read them.
Explain the following:
“We are about to do two non verbal exercises to get into character.
Right after that, and it will be clearly signified, there will be verbal exercises.
The child will ask their batch of questions to the mother.
Then the mother will ask their batch of questions to the child.
When you’re done with the questions, you’ll do the other exercise, at the back of the
card, which is back to back.
To sum it up: we will now do two non verbal exercises.
You will know when is the time of questions and do the questions all at once, starting
with the child.
Once all the questions are done, you’ll flip the card, sit back to back and do the rest.
When you’re finished, there will be a short break before the final exercise, please
avoid extended communication..”

Alone against the world

This exercise is led by audio. Its purpose is to get a sense of the other player’s
presence - and possibly contact, in a somewhat threatening, unknown and obscure
world.

The place should get as dark as possible: turn of the lights, if necessary give
blindfolds to the players.
Place the two characters in each duo next to each other, potentially against a wall.
At the beginning of the exercise, they should be close, but not touching.



Explain to the players that they will listen to a soundtrack.
They can get closer and interact through touch if they feel like it.

The soundtrack will go from music, to storm, to tv news, to people gossiping, noises
of violence, songs, etc.

Face to face

Relaxing in
This exercise starts with a countdown that’s meant to help onboard the game.
It should be read slowly, with a monotonous voice.

1.
Look around you.
Look at the person in front of you.
Try to see how they mesh in with the settings.
Everything around is shapes,
Colours,
Textures,
A multitude of details you can focus on,
Details that do not make much sense, taken independently.
Let your eyes rest on the hands of the person in front of you.
Their position,
Their shape,
The tension in their fingers,
The tint of their skin.

2.
Close your eyes.
Listen to your breathing.
Perhaps can you feel your heart beating.
Perhaps can you feel the gentle cool of the air as you breathe in.
Relax your feet, which carry you so faithfully, from the heel to the toes.
Let your legs take the most comfortable position,
Breathe in deeply,
And as you breathe out, release the weight on your shoulders
Let them sink, pulled by your arms, your heavy arms.

3.
Try to remember the last image you saw.
The shapes,



The colours,
The textures.
Raise your head a little so your neck is straight.
In a short moment, you will open your eyes,
And then, I will ask you to close them again.
The face that you will see, right in front of you, is familiar.
It is the face of the person that is supposed to love you the most.
When you will look at this face, you will have an idea of what you look like, yourself.
For there are no mirrors and you know the both of you look alike,
at least in some expressions.

4.
Mothers, open your eyes.
Your child is sleeping.
They fell asleep in front of a cartoon on tv.
Look how smooth their face is.
How youthful.
It is a thing of wonder to imagine they are real.
To think blood is flowing under their skin.
It is a thing of dread to imagine they are fragile.
To think this chest that softly inflates could remain still.
Forever.

5.
Close your eyes again.
But are they, real?
Are they something other than an excrescence of yours?
And did you choose this?
Did you choose to carry a whole universe?
To carry the entire responsibility of this being?
Of their survival,
Of their happiness in this world of pain,
Of their success.
Did you know it would be so hard?
Can you even remember how it felt to be yourself?

Breathe in and hold your breath, hang on to that thought for 4 seconds and breathe
out.

(Wait some time)



6.
Children, open your eyes.
Your mother is sleeping.
It is the middle of the night and you just had a nightmare.
You called, but your mother didn’t come.
She should have come.
She should have known.
So you went to her room.
This is the youngest she has ever looked in your memories.
Her face looks so soft,
But you won’t touch it.
Her eyes look so restful, so calm, so kind.
This is the sweetest she has ever looked in your memories.
You won’t wake her up.
Why not?
Your mother could chase the shades that threaten you.
Look at her silent, still lips.
You won’t wake her up.
Why not?
What are you afraid of?
What could possibly make you favour going back to your room?
Why would you rather go back to your nightmares than to wake her up?

7.
Close your eyes again.

You can feel the cold of the corridor in your back.
Maybe you’ll face a monster if your turn around.
Thinking of the space between your door and your bed is sickening.
So many things could catch your ankles,
And get you.

Breathe in and hold your breath, hang on to that thought for 4 seconds and breathe
out.

(Wait some time)

8.
Mothers and children,
Think of the face you last saw.
Try to think of what it would look like in 10 years.
What features would be enhanced,



What expressions would settle.

9.
Remember that there is no mirror.
The face you see in front of you
is what you know that looks like you the most.

10.
Now is the time to ask your  questions.
Open your eyes.

The time of questions.

Sitting face to face, the mother and the child ask each other a batch of questions,
one after the other. They can decide to refuse to answer. Those questions are
guidelines, and although it is recommended to cover the topics they address, players
are free to ask what they want.

Questions to moms
(in the lines of)

> How old were you, when you had me?
> Why isn’t my father part of the picture?
> What do you do for a living?
> Have you had many relationships after that? Do you have one now?
> If so, who is it?
> What did I like as a little child?
> What did I want to become?
> How would you feel if I died?
> Do I look like you?
> What’s a sentence that I keep saying?

Questions to kids
(in the lines of)

> Did you make friends at school?
> How is school going?
> Do you want to see your father?
> If so, does he talk about me? What does he say?
> Was I different from the other moms? How?
> Do you love me?
> Why did you stay with me so long?



> What would you do if I died? Do you think about it?
> What do we have in common?
> What’s a sentence that I keep saying?

Back to back
Now, the duos should sit back to back. They can say they can’t think of a single
story.

>Tell one time your mother has impressed you.
>Tell one time your mother disappointed or hurt you.

>Tell one time your child has impressed you.
>Tell one time your child disappointed or hurt you.

> The child makes a drawing for their mother
> The mother writes a one-paragraph letter to their child

The players don’t give them to each other, but directly to the organiser.

What’s our life like?
The final exercise will involve life scenes from every duo in three categories: 1.
childhood/young mom / 2. teenage years/mom / 3. adulthood/mature mom

To prepare it, all groups should write down at least one idea of a scene per category
that represents their dynamic or their life.

Short break
(during that time, the organiser sorts out the scene ideas for the three categories and
picks 3 to 4 of each, and at least 1 from each pair



Final exercise: Flesh & Blood

The organiser introduces the selected scenes briefly and calls the designated
players to play them. They follow a chronological progression..

Players can do inner monologues. To do so, they introduce their monologue saying
“Monologue”, speak out loud the thoughts of their character, and close it by saying
“End of monologue”.

The mothers are on one side of the scene, behind the main mother character and
the children are on the other side, behind the main child character. When one pair
plays a scene, the other players can come and support the player from their group.

The mother character is all the mothers. The child character is all the children.
Players should step in iif they think their archetype is relevant to the scene.

To do so, they go behind the adequate player (the child if they are a child, the mother
if they are a mother), put their hand on their shoulder and say their archetype. When
the main player is ready, they can tap back on the support’s hand, and they switch
place. The change does not need to be immediate.

Ex:
Anita (Neglectful Mom) and Lou (Perfectionist Child) are having dinner. Lou cooked
and Anita doesn’t acknowledge it.
Guilty (Mom) comes behind Anita, and they switch places.
Guilty: “Monologue:
I’m an awful mom. She cooked again.
I can’t even look at her in the eyes.
She’s better off without me.
I should just leave at once.
End of monologue.”
Guilty (Mom) goes back, Neglectful (Mom) comes back.
Lou: “Are you okay? Is it good?”
Anita: “Yeah yeah.”
Overbearing (Child) comes and take the role.
Overbearing: “Are you sure? I think I over cooked it. You should put some cream on
it.”
Anita: “It’s fine.”
Etc....



Epilogue
Children receive the letters from their mothers.
Mothers receive the drawings from their children.
There’s no obligation to look at those.

Countdown/Return to yourself

10.
Close your eyes.
Picture your character.
Put it at a distance where you can see them standing.
Picture your character going through all the ages you played.
Let it turn around and leave you.
You are yourself again.

9.
Picture the character you’ve played with the most.
Picture their struggles, their pain.
Let it all vanish from their face.
Picture the player.
They do not look like you.

8.
This relationship is now over. Leave it behind you.
7.
The story belongs to you.
6.
You will have time to talk about it.
5.
If you’re still holding something, let it go.
4.
If you feel a tension in your body, let it go.
3.
There are fruits and fresh water in the real world.
2.
They’re waiting for you.
1.
You can open your eyes.


